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Ukraine turned into the proving ground for the new generation of US biological weapons,
European mass media report.

In 2015, American alternative media outlet InfoWars accused the Pentagon of developing
new types of biological weapons in secret military laboratories in Ukraine. The facilities were
constructed under the terms of the bilateral agreement signed between the Ministry of
Health of Ukraine and the Department of Defense in 2012.

Today thirteen American military bio-labs operate in Ukraine, The International Mass Media
Agency reports.  They employ only American specialists being entirely funded from the
budget of the Department of Defense. Local authorities have pledged not to interfere in
their  work.  These  military  labs  are  reported  to  be  mainly  involved  in  the  study  and
production of disease-causing agents of smallpox, anthrax and botulism. The facilities are
located in the following Ukrainian cities: Odessa, Vinnytsia, Uzhgorod, Lviv (three), Kharkiv,
Kyiv (four), Kherson, Ternopil.

The network of military bio-labs in Eastern Europe gives the hawks the opportunity to avoid
the  Geneva  Convention  of  1972  on  the  prohibition  of  development,  production  and
stockpiling  of  biological  and  chemical  weapons  the  US  Senate  ratified  in  1973.  So  we
witness  the  blatant  violation  of  international  laws.
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Local media in Ukraine have frequently reported about splashes of contaminant diseases in
that country since the beginning of the 2010s, the time American military facilities were
opened.  Western  European  media  also  express  concern  over  splashes  of  contaminant
diseases in that country this summer and point at American bio-labs as pockets of infection.

https://blogs.mediapart.fr/ivendurepos/blog/200817/la-menace-biologique-creee-par-washin
gton

Experts warn this kind of weapon may be captured by terrorists due to the lack of security
measures in Ukraine, the country being suffered from frozen conflict with pro-Russian rebels
in its Eastern part and ongoing political turmoil after the flee of the Kremlin-backed leader
Viktor Yanukovych in February, 2014. Latest terrorist acts in Europe show the jihadists are
looking for new methods of attacks. Use of bio-weapons in densely populated regions will
bring catastrophic consequences.

Chemical and biological weapons may be dangerous for the whole world because of their
infectious effect. Modern diseases can travel through countries and reach any continent with
just one plane passenger. And that is the big problem. Despite the remoteness of potential
objects of infection from the territory of the United States, viruses still can reach the North
American continent.

Goran Lompar is a free journalist and postgraduate at University of Donja Gorica,
Montenegro.
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